
Some see engineering.
We see attraction
The Audi Q7

Future is an attitude



Versatile
luxury

With space for up to seven people, 

the Audi Q7 is a versatile luxury vehicle 

founded on the strengths of quattro 

all-wheel drive, intelligent suspension 

and an exceptionally spacious interior. 

The drive select system of these new models 

gives you seven different modes, including 

air suspension which lets you control the 

height of the vehicle depending on the 

terrain and the type of driving experience 

you’re looking for.

The Audi Q7



Forward thinking.
On the go

Audi connect gives passengers and drivers 

an impressively high level of comfort and 

convenience. By harnessing the power of 

an onboard mobile connection, it allows 

you and your passengers to enjoy a range of 

enhanced safety, security, navigation and 

infotainment features.

The Audi Q7

Car Finder

Predictive Route
Guidance

Emergency
Call

Navigation with
Google Earth

Online Roadside
Assistance

Parking
Information

Theft Alarm
Notification

Detailed Point
of Interest Display



Audi
Q7 highlights

Audi connect Car2x and Infotainment Audi virtual cockpit MMI Navigation Plus Cricket Leather



Design
The Audi Q7’s class leading comfort and 

generous size makes planning family or 

group road trips a pleasure. Both convey 

understated power and sportiness with 

a distinctive octagonal front grille, 

harmonious well-balanced lines and large 

front air intakes.



Performance
The Audi Q7 45 TDI quattro with tiptronic

transmission is available with 183kW of 

power and 600Nm of torque.

Visit audi.co.za or contact your nearest 

dealer for more information.
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We’ve done all we can to make the specifications, technical details and all other information in this brochure accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to change specification at any time. Please check model availability and full specification details with your Audi
Dealership. Neither Audi South Africa nor Audi Dealers can accept contractual responsibility for your reliance on the information contained in this brochure. Performance figures and specifications relating to Audi vehicles are indicative only and performance cannot be guaranteed.
Performance figures and specifications may be updated from time to time when new test results or other information become available. Your local Audi Dealership can always provide you with the most up-to-date information available. Written and visual depictions (including
photographs) of vehicles, are for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon. Some illustrations may not accurately reflect South African specifications (including paint and trim colours) and may not be available. If in doubt, always contact your local Audi Dealership.

Find your nearest Audi Sport Dealer


